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IC Enduro The New
Standard In
Cutting
Bundles
and
Structurals

IC Enduro Makes Short Work of
Bundles and Structural Shapes
All-new IC Enduro is designed for cutting bundle solids, structurals
and tubes. It can handle even the largest cross-section structurals
while avoiding blade pinching during the cut. IC Enduro features
custom designed set on each blade to maximize cutting performance while minimizing kerf loss. Make short work of all your bundle
and structural cutting needs with IC Enduro - the structural buster!
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For bundle and structural cutting applications, choose IC Enduro - the all-new
structural/bundle bandsaw blade from Simonds.
The patent-pending tooth
geometry produces faster cutting rates and increases productivity with less noise,
which is something every saw operator will appreciate! This design also provides a
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IC Enduro - The Structural
Buster!
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Applications

Materials

Fabricators, steel service
centers, machine shops,
job shops and production
cutting houses.

Bundles, solids, tubes and
structurals, including large
cross-section “H” beams
and “I” beams.
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Sinewave Technology Flyer – update text

